
Name:
Coffee Progreso roma 70A/30R beans 1kg
SKU:
501532
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Café Progreso Roma is a coffee with a mild roasting which releases aromas
of nuts, coriander, cedar and bananas. The added Robusta makes this coffee
more powerful and rich without being bitter. <br/>Café Progreso is the result
of years of experience in coffee roasting. With an excellent price-performance
ratio, you will find a varied choice in the range, perfect for for everyone's taste
pattern.

Name:
Coffee Portioli honduras beans 500g
SKU:
508119
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*500G
Description:
Portioli Honduras is known for its great body and unmistakable fruitiness and
acidity of citrus. Simply an elegant coffee! <br/> Portioli coffee contains only
the highest quality Arabica and Robusta beans, carefully selected in the most
suitable regions and taking into account the ideal habitat. These coffee beans
form a unique symphony that can flood the palate with pleasant aromas and
dazzling taste sensations.

Name:
Coffee Progreso F/T 50A/50R beans 1kg
SKU:
501595
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1KG
Description:
Café Progreso Fairtrade 50 Arabica - 50 Robusta is a smooth coffee with a
versatile taste. The spicy nuances and slight bitterness of this lightly roasted
blend make for a pleasant taste experience. This blend is 100% Fairtrade
certified. <br>Origins: Uganda, Guatemala, Colombia, Peru, Honduras.
<br/>Café Progreso is the result of years of experience in coffee roasting.
With an excellent price-performance ratio, you will find a varied choice in the
range, perfect for for everyone's taste pattern.



Name:
Coffee Portioli ritual 01 beans 500g
SKU:
508117
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*500G
Description:
Portioli Ritual 01 is characterised by its soft, subtle flavours and slightly fruity
aroma. Pleasant to drink for both espresso and lungo. <br/>Portioli coffee
contains only the highest quality Arabica and Robusta beans, carefully
selected in the most suitable regions and taking into account the ideal habitat.
These coffee beans form a unique symphony that can flood the palate with
pleasant aromas and dazzling taste sensations.

Name:
Coffee Progreso excelso 100A beans 1kg
SKU:
501531
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1KG
Description:
Café Progreso Excelso is a blend with various aromas of nuts, herbs, liquor,
cedar and leather. The medium roasting creates a soft but round body.
Origins: Honduras and Brazil. <br/>Café Progreso is the result of years of
experience in coffee roasting. With an excellent price- performance ratio, you
will find a varied choice in the range, perfect for for everyone's taste pattern.

Name:
Coffee Progreso premio 50A/50R beans 1kg
SKU:
501534
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1KG
Description:
Café Progreso Premio is a versatile coffee with spicy nuances and slight
bitterness. This medium roasted blend creates a unique taste experience.
<br/>Café Progreso is the result of years of experience in coffee roasting.
With an excellent price-performance ratio, you will find a varied choice in the
range, perfect for for everyone's taste pattern.



Name:
Coffee Progreso F/T 80A/20R beans 1kg
SKU:
501594
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Café Progreso Fairtrade 80 Arabica - 20 Robusta is a smooth coffee with a
versatile taste. The spicy nuances of this medium-roasted blend ensure a
pleasant taste experience. This blend is 100% Fairtrade certified.
<br>Origins: Uganda, Honduras, Colombia, Guatemala, Peru. <br/>Café
Progreso is the result of years of experience in coffee roasting. With an
excellent price-performance ratio, you will find a varied choice in the range,
perfect for for everyone's taste pattern.

Name:
Coffee Portioli espr all'ital beans 500g
SKU:
508116
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*500G
Description:
Portioli Espresso all'Italiana is a typical Italian blend roasted artisanally. For
lovers of a soft, balanced espresso with nutty and spicy flavours. The
undertones of dark chocolate give this coffee extra cachet and strength.
<br/>Portioli coffee contains only the highest quality Arabica and Robusta
beans, carefully selected in the most suitable regions and taking into account
the ideal habitat. These coffee beans form a unique symphony that can flood
the palate with pleasant aromas and dazzling taste sensations.

Name:
Coffee Progreso F/T 100Arabica beans 1kg
SKU:
501596
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1000G
Description:
Café Progreso Fairtrade 100 Arabica is a strong and aromatic espresso with
a smooth texture and an enjoyable acidity. The hints of fruit and citrus and the
spicy undertones give a complex and well-balanced taste. This blend is 100%
Fairtrade certified. <br>Origins: Peru, Honduras, Colombia, Guatemala.
<br/>Café Progreso is the result of years of experience in coffee roasting.
With an excellent price-performance ratio, you will find a varied choice in the
range, perfect for for everyone's taste pattern.



Name:
Coffee Portioli etiopia beans 500g
SKU:
508118
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*500G
Description:
Portioli Etiopia is a distinctive coffee with a broad palette of flavours. This
single origin is rich, chocolatey, sweet and very smooth in its aftertaste.
<br/>Portioli coffee contains only the highest quality Arabica and Robusta
beans, carefully selected in the most suitable regions and taking into account
the ideal habitat. These coffee beans form a unique symphony that can flood
the palate with pleasant aromas and dazzling taste sensations.

Name:
Coffee Kimbo top flavour beans 1kg
SKU:
507438
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1KG
Description:
Kimbo Top Flavour is a fine blend of 100% Arabica beans. The sweet taste
with a hint of acidity and notes of almond nuts is perfect for both espresso
and café crème. <br>Origins: Brazil, Colombia, Rwanda <br><br>Kimbo
coffee is the ambassador of Neapolitan coffee culture. Discover the authentic
Italian flavour, where coffee is a real passion.

Name:
Coffee Kimbo verde decaffeinato 500gr
SKU:
507439
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*500G
Description:
Kimbo Verde Decaffeinato has a soft, creamy taste of dried fruit and spices. A
coffee with a long aftertaste, without caffeine.<br><br> Kimbo coffee is the
ambassador of Neapolitan coffee culture. Discover the authentic Italian
flavour, where coffee is a real passion.

Name:
Coffee Kimbo extra cream beans 1kg
SKU:
507481
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1KG
Description:
Kimbo Extra Cream is a full, aromatic, slightly sweet coffee with flavors of
nuts, pepper and licorice. The coffee gives a nice, thick crema that lasts a
long time. Suitable for enthusiasts where it may be slightly stronger, and also
for milk specialties.<br><br> Kimbo coffee is the ambassador of Neapolitan
coffee culture. Discover the authentic Italian flavour, where coffee is a real
passion.



Name:
Coffee Kimbo superior blend beans 1kg
SKU:
507482
Sales Unit:
items
Net Content:
1*1KG
Description:
Kimbo Superior is a harmonious blend of mainly Arabica beans. A refined,
nutty taste with a soft and sweet character.<br><br>Kimbo coffee is the
ambassador of Neapolitan coffee culture. Discover the authentic Italian
flavour, where coffee is a real passion.

Name:
COF PROGRESO RFA CREMOSO 100%A BEANS 1KG
SKU:
501260
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
6*1KG
Description:
Café Progreso Cremoso is a smooth coffee with sweet and nutty notes. A
pleasant coffee due to the presence of Arabica beans. This coffee is
Rainforest Alliance certified.

Name:
COF PROGRESO RFA SUPREMO 80%A BEANS 1KG
SKU:
501261
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
6*1KG
Description:
Café Progreso Supremo is a smooth coffee with accents of nuts. This coffee
has low acidity and offers a slightly spicy finish. This coffee is Rainforest
Alliance certified.

Name:
COF PROGRESO RFA INTENSO 50%A BEANS 1KG
SKU:
501262
Sales Unit:
Carton
Net Content:
6*1KG
Description:
Café Progreso Intenso is a strong coffee with hints of chocolate and a long
finish of herbs including accents of thyme, rosemary and clove. This coffee is
Rainforest Alliance certified.


